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4 Standard off-the-shelf systems
accommodate room sizes from 24
sq ft (2.2Sq M) to 96 sq ft.

LED light source -
never change a

lamp again!

Twinkling effect optional.

(9sqM)
24 feet
48 feet
72 feet
96 feet

Star density from .5 to 5 stars per sq
ft. (.092M) to customize the scale
and look.

Separate harness and star bundles
allow drilling and mounting to be
done on the floor or in the shop.
Once in place, star bundles are
“plugged in to the extension
harness....no tools required,
minimal time spent in tight spaces,
much less mess and confusion - a
HUGE time savings!

Pre-finished harness assemblies
provide optimal coupling efficiency.
Extra length allows the light source
to be mounted in closet or wall
panel...great for the end user!

Rated for up to
50,000 hours...

(For larger sizes and special shapes, use
our original starscape system.)
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Our very efficient
two part system:
minimizes clutter
and tangles, does
not require fiber
measuring or cutting
and there are NO
SPECIAL TOOLS
REQUIRED! The
entire system is
plug-and-play, so
installations are cost
efficient hassle free.
The super bright,
silent LED light

source
mimics the
blue/white
color of
most stars,
without
worrying
about heat
or cooling
the unit.
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Install any area up to 96 square feet with
this stocked and ready-to-go kit!

After the Star bundle is mounted
in the ceiling panel, it plugs into
the extension harness coming
from the LED Driver. Installations
take less time, they’re easier to
plan, execute and last longer
when compared to traditional
installation methods.

StarScape LED kits are comprised of three components: the
light source, a super bright white LED Driver with a life up to
50,000 hours, the pre-assembled and highly polished extension
harness(es) couple securely to the LED Driver and various star
bundles. 4 standard stocked kits can create star fields ranging
in size from 24 to 96 sq feet in area, with densities ranging from
.5 to 5 stars per sq foot.

Standard stocked, small area kits

A smaller version of our star ceiling
system offering the quality and speed of
our standard kit, with the convenience
and cost effectiveness of a standard

product!


